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GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS
Lawn Care Sessions Dominate Ohio Turf Foundation Conference . . . Michigan Scientists Develop System to Reduce Flowering Time in Hybrids . . . NGF Study Rates Penncross as Favorite for Greens . . . Greenbug Damage to Bluegrass to Be Studied in Ohio.

FEATURES
Irrigation Renovation Decisions and System Efficiency
The condition of an older irrigation system affects its value as an asset and its performance as originally designed. What to look for and what improvements can be made are covered.

How to Appraise Trees for Tax and Insurance Purposes
Based upon a soon-to-be-released audio/visual program by the Council of Tree and Landscape Appraisers. Factors in figuring insurance losses and a list of professional appraisal organizations are included.

Park Maintenance Begins With Design
Michigan State Professor Haskell says a design must consider use by people rather than forcing people to conform to a design.

Report on New Jersey Expo
A synopsis of topics covered during the recent New Jersey Turfgrass Expo. Contains information on latest turf research.

Wastewater Irrigation Conference Report
An important conclave on wastewater irrigation sponsored by the USGA Green Section, GCSAA, NGF, and ASGCA.
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Cover: Painting of rose by Janet Hines of Berwick, Pennsylvania, was commissioned by Weeds Trees and Turf to welcome the Year of the Rose.